A paradoxical response is not uncommon in non-HIV-infected patients, particularly those with extra-pulmonary tuberculosis. It is defined as the radiological and clinical worsening of a previous lesion or the development of new lesion during anti-tuberculosis therapy. The paradoxical response has been attributed to host immunologic reactions, such as a delayed hypersensitivity or a response to mycobacterial antigens. In most reports of paradoxical response, these responses occurred in the same location as a previous lesion. In this patient with pulmonary tuberculosis, cervical lymph node enlargement occurred as a paradoxical response after the completion of anti-tuberculosis treatment. Although the new lesion developed in another location, it could be considered as a paradoxical response based on the negative culture result of acid fast bacilli from the new lesion and drug sensitivity result from initial bronchoalveolar lavage specimen. Therefore we were able to decide on the termination of unnecessary anti-tuberculous treatment. Based on our case, we can conclude that paradoxical response can occur after the termination of anti-tuberculosis therapy even in new site.
Paradoxical response in patients with tuberculosis refers to the occurrence of a new lesion or deterioration of the former lesion with no evidence of treatment failure and other secondary infection aside from tuberculosis. [1] [2] [3] [4] Paradoxical response occurs in 20-30% of patients receiving tuberculosis treatment, and its cause has not yet been clearly revealed. But in general, it is accepted as a cell-mediated response that occurs when the repressed immunity of the antigen removed from tubercle bacilli is recovered, activating a host reaction. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Paradoxical response usually occurs in the early stage of treatment, and is naturally recovered as the treatment continues. But paradoxical response sometimes occurs after treatment, which is often mistaken for deterioration related to tuberculosis. 2, 4 In particular, if paradoxical re-sponse occurs in other areas after terminating anti-tuberculosis treatment, it is difficult to clinically determine. The authors have experienced a case in which paradoxical response occurred in the form of cervical lymph node enlargement after anti-tuberculosis treatment.
CASE
A 19-year-old male patient visited the hospital after showing signs of tuberculosis in a plain chest 
